Considerable contribution of the Montreal Protocol to declining greenhouse gas emissions from the United States
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Abstract Ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) controlled by the Montreal Protocol are potent greenhouse gases (GHGs), as are their substitutes, the hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Here we provide for the first time a comprehensive estimate of U.S. emissions of ODSs and HFCs based on precise measurements in discrete air samples from across North America and in the remote atmosphere. Derived emissions show spatial and seasonal variations qualitatively consistent with known uses and largely confirm U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) national emissions inventories for most gases. The measurement-based results further indicate a substantial decline of ODS emissions from 2008 to 2014, equivalent to ~50% of the CO₂-equivalent decline in combined emissions of CO₂ and all other long-lived GHGs inventoried by the EPA for the same period. Total estimated CO₂-equivalent emissions of HFCs were comparable to the sum of ODS emissions in 2014, but can be expected to decline in the future in response to recent policy measures.

1. Introduction

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have been widely used as refrigerants, foam-blowing agents, aerosol propellants, fire retardants, and solvents. CFCs were first identified as capable of destroying stratospheric ozone in 1974 [Molina and Rowland, 1974], and their production and consumption have been controlled since the late 1980s under the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and its adjustments and amendments (hereafter, Montreal Protocol). HCFCs have been used extensively as temporary replacements for CFCs, with ozone-depleting potentials (ODPs) 1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than CFCs [Daniel et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014]. A 1992 amendment to the Montreal Protocol controlled production and consumption of HCFCs beginning in 2004, while HFCs have been phased in as substitutes for both CFCs and HCFCs because they do not contain ozone-depleting chlorine and bromine.

CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs are also potent greenhouse gases (GHGs) with global warming potentials (GWPs) hundreds to tens of thousand times greater than CO₂ on a 100 year time horizon [Daniel et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014; Myhre et al., 2013]. The total direct radiative forcing from all CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs currently in the atmosphere amounts to roughly 18% of that from anthropogenically derived CO₂ [Myhre et al., 2013; Rigby et al., 2014] and would have been substantially larger in the absence of mitigation by the Montreal Protocol [Velders et al., 2007, 2012]. While it is clear that the Montreal Protocol has protected ozone and has likely helped to mitigate the ongoing increase in planetary radiative forcing [Solomon et al., 2016; Velders et al., 2012; World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 2014], its overall climate benefit is being offset by rapidly growing worldwide use and emission of HFCs having high GWPs [Velders et al., 2009, 2012]. To
preserve the direct climate benefit of the Montreal Protocol, the Parties to the Protocol have recently agreed to limit future production and consumption of HFCs [The Kigali Amendment, 2016].

Implementation of the Montreal Protocol in the U.S. has been achieved largely through the U.S. Clean Air Act. This led to near-complete phaseout of the production and consumption of CFCs for dispersive uses beginning in 1996 and a 95% decline of HCFC production since peak production in 1998 [Ozone Secretariat, 2016]. In contrast, the consumption of HFCs has grown rapidly in the U.S. over the past two decades [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016; Velders et al., 2015]. Rapid expansion of HFC use has likely resulted in increased emissions, but actual HFC emissions in the U.S. remain poorly constrained. For example, estimated U.S. emissions of HFCs in the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) were more than a factor of 2 larger than reported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for all HFCs combined for 2010 [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016] (Figure S1) and 5–10 times larger for some individual gases (e.g., HFC-143a and HFC-125). Given such large discrepancies, atmosphere-derived estimates of U.S. emissions provide an important independent measure of emissions and their changes over time.

Here we estimate U.S. emissions of the three most abundant CFCs (CFC-11, CFC-12, and CFC-113), two HCFCs (HCFC-22 and HCFC-142b) and six HFCs (HFC-134a, HFC-125, HFC-143a, HFC-32, HFC-227ea, and HFC-365mfc) with well-quantified uncertainties for the period 2008 to 2014. These estimates are based on regional inverse modeling of atmospheric mole fractions as measured in air collected over the U.S. and in the remote atmosphere from an extensive ground- and aircraft-based flask air sampling network maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and cooperative institutions [Hu et al., 2016, 2015] (Figure 1 and Figure S2 in the supporting information). The results are used to provide measurement-based estimates of the overall influence of the Montreal Protocol on U.S. emissions of ozone depleting and greenhouse gases.

2. Methodology

Atmospheric measurements of long-lived trace gases (including CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs) have been made with high accuracy and high precision from flask air samples collected at 37 sites across a wide range of latitude, longitude, and altitude over North America since 2008 and at remote sites around the globe since the early 1990s (i.e. Figures 1 and S2 and [Elkins et al., 1993; Hall et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2016, 2015; Montzka et al., 1999, 1996, 2015]) (See Text S1 in the supporting information for more measurement and calibration details.). Those include 15 airborne sampling locations, where vertical profiles of the atmosphere were sampled at 9–12 different altitudes once or twice per month, and 22 ground-based sites, where air samples were collected approximately daily from tall towers within North America or weekly from remote areas around the globe. The long-term, multilocation, multialtitude air sampling enables us to characterize temporal and spatial (both vertical and horizontal) variations in mole fractions of ozone depleting substances (ODSs) and their substitutes in the remote atmosphere and throughout the U.S.

Monthly 1° × 1° gridded emissions were determined from the observations using Lagrangian atmospheric transport models (i.e., HYSPLIT-NAM12 and WRF-STILT) and a Bayesian inverse modeling technique following methods of Hu et al. [2015] and Hu et al. [2016] and as detailed in the supporting information Texts S2–S5 (Additional information on Bayesian inverse modeling and their applications can be found in, e.g., Brunner et al. [2012], Lunt et al. [2015], Maione et al. [2014], Manning et al. [2003], Rodgers [2000], and Stohl et al. [2009]). Grid-scale emissions and their error covariance were further aggregated across space and time to derive monthly and annual totals by region and for the nation. In the Lagrangian regional framework, the individual trace gas observations are treated as enhancements, calculated as the difference between mole fractions measured in the lower atmosphere (0–3 km above ground) over the U.S. and those in background air not affected by recent emissions. As is common for underconstrained inverse problems, the Bayesian method requires an initial or “prior” guess of emission distributions and magnitudes. Prior emissions are then adjusted to obtain posterior emissions estimates that best represent the observed atmospheric enhancements given model-data mismatch errors and prior emission errors that are both determined by maximum likelihood estimation [Hu et al., 2015; Michalak et al., 2005] (Text S4).

To evaluate the influence of the prior guess on the posterior emissions estimates, we considered a wide range of prior emissions magnitude, seasonality, and distribution (e.g., ranging from seasonalized “population-based” emissions to constant emissions over space and time (“flat”) as described in the supporting
In addition to posterior emissions uncertainties associated with (1) prior emissions, we also considered posterior emissions uncertainties associated with (2) systematic errors related with the choice of atmospheric transport and mixing model, (3) uncertainty in trace gas mole fractions in background air, (4) choices of state vectors (parameters to be solved, i.e., emissions or scaling factors of emissions), and (5) changes in air-sampling locations and frequencies between 2008 and 2014, as discussed in Hu et al. [2016]. Stated uncertainties correspond to the full range of emissions estimates for a subset of inversion runs that best represent the atmospheric observations, as detailed in the supporting information Text S5.

To allow a comparison with inventory-based national greenhouse gas emissions reported by the U.S. EPA and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), CO₂-equivalent (CO₂e) emissions were computed with 100 year GWPs from the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report. Where appropriate, ODP-weighted emissions were calculated with ODP values listed in the original Montreal Protocol.

3. Results
3.1. Spatial Distribution and Seasonality of Derived Emissions

Annual emissions patterns and regional totals of derived CFC, HCFC, and HFC emissions are given in Figure 1. Consistently higher emissions were obtained from more populated areas for all gases (Figures 1 and S3), as

Figure 1. (a) Annual average emissions derived from a “flat” prior distribution (contour maps) and regional per capita emissions of CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs averaged over 2008 to 2014 (bar charts) from the regions identified and labeled in (b): northeast (NE), southeast (SE), central north (CN), central south (CS), mountain (M), and west (W). (c) Emissions are derived from flask-air measurements made at ground (blue stars) and aircraft (yellow triangles) sites. Note that different color scales are used for emission maps of different compounds in Figure 1a. Regional emissions and their uncertainties were derived from multiple inversions as described in Text S5 and were used (with 2012 U.S. population) to obtain regional per capita emissions and emission uncertainties.
expected for man-made chemicals emitted solely as a result of anthropogenic activity. The emission distributions derived using the flat prior also make clear that the broad-scale distribution of emissions was determined primarily by the observations themselves and not the assumed prior distribution (Figures 1 and S3). Spatial patterns and seasonal variations of emissions derived for individual compounds also agree well with qualitative expectations. For example, we derived higher per capita emissions for chemicals used as blowing agents in building insulation foams (CFC-11, HCFC-142b, and HFC-365mfc) in the northern states (Figure 1), where higher thermal resistance materials are recommended in wood-framed houses [U.S. Department of Energy, 2016]. In southeastern and central south states, where a higher percentage of homes are air-conditioned [U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2011], derived per capita emissions of HCFC-22, HFC-125, and HFC-32 used in residential air conditioning (A/C) were higher than elsewhere (Figure 1). HFC-134a, which is the most abundant HFC in the atmosphere, is used primarily in mobile A/C. Derived per capita emissions of HFC-134a display similar regional patterns as refrigerants used in residential A/C, except in the central north region where the per capita emission was comparable to that in southern regions (Figure 1). This distribution may stem from additional use of HFC-134a in refrigeration and as a foam-blowing agent in building insulation in northern regions [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016].

In addition to specific regional patterns, we observed consistent year-to-year seasonal cycles in national-scale emissions for chemicals used primarily in A/C, i.e., HFC-134a, HCFC-22, HFC-125, and HFC-32 (Figure S4), with larger emissions derived for summer than for winter. Although seasonal variations in emissions of HCFC-22 and HFC-134a have been inferred in previous studies [Hu et al., 2015; Xiang et al., 2014], seasonal amplitudes of emissions obtained here (a factor of 1.5–2) are smaller than suggested on a global scale (a factor of 2–3) [Xiang et al., 2014]. A nonnegligible seasonal cycle was also derived for emissions of CFC-11 (Figure S4), perhaps due to the remaining use of CFC-11 in large building A/C systems (such as chilled-water systems) [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. No discernable seasonality was derived for HFC-143a, a halocarbon used primarily in commercial refrigeration systems that operate year round rather than seasonally (in the refrigerant blends R-404A (HFC-143a/HFC-125/HFC-134a: 52%/44%/4% by mass) and R-507 (HFC-143a/ HFC-125: 50%/50% by mass)) (Figure S4).

### 3.2. Emissions and Emission Trends

#### 3.2.1. ODSs

The U.S. was historically the largest producer of CFCs, accounting for 50 to 70% of world production in the 1960s–1970s [Quinn et al., 1986]. Reported U.S. production and consumption of CFCs fell from 320 ODP-kt yr\(^{-1}\) in 1989 to near zero in 1996 (Figure S5). According to a market-based analysis by the EPA (14), U.S. emission of CFCs decreased rapidly over this period but lagged the phaseout of production and consumption significantly, and was still 8 ODP-kt yr\(^{-1}\) (0.1 GtCO\(_2\)e yr\(^{-1}\)) in 2014 (Figure S5). Emission magnitudes and trends for the ODP-weighted aggregated emissions of CFCs we estimated from atmospheric observations for the period 2008 to 2014 are nearly identical to the EPA estimates (Figure S5).

Both the inventory and atmosphere-based estimates suggest that the decline of aggregated CFC emissions was dominated by reduced emissions of CFC-12, although U.S. emissions of the CFC-11 and CFC-113 also declined over this period (Figures 2, 3, S5, and S6). Differences among trends for individual CFCs are primarily due to differences in their past applications and the size and composition of their associated “banks” (reserves of chemicals used in old equipment, foams, or other products that have not yet escaped to the atmosphere) [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change/Technology and Economic Assessment Panel (IPCC/TEAP), 2005; Montzka et al., 2011]. CFC-12 was used predominantly in mobile A/C and refrigeration, whereas CFC-11 was used primarily as a blowing agent in insulation foams. Banks of refrigeration and air conditioning are estimated to have larger leak rates but shorter leakage lifetimes (15–30 years) than banks of foams (leakage lifetimes of 15–80 years) [Alternative Fluorocarbons Environmental Acceptability Study, 2005; Gamlen et al., 1986; Godwin et al., 2003; IPCC/TEAP, 2005]. For CFC-113, the EPA inventory suggests near-zero emissions (<0.5 kt yr\(^{-1}\)) after 1996, whereas our atmosphere-based estimates indicate above zero emissions at least until 2014 (Figures 2 and S6).

HFCs are transitional substitutes for CFCs and are used primarily in stationary A/C, refrigeration and foam-blowing applications [IPCC/TEAP, 2005]. Unlike CFCs, for which consistent emissions were obtained from inventory- and atmosphere-based methods, HFC emissions derived from atmospheric data differ substantially from EPA estimates (Figures 2 and S6). Emissions of HCFC-22 are currently larger than all other ODSs.
Our atmosphere-derived emissions are 20 (10–40) % lower than the EPA-reported emissions in 2008 (this study: 67 (54–79) kt yr\(^{-1}\); EPA: 85 kt yr\(^{-1}\)) and 40 (30–50) % lower in 2014 (this study: 40 (34–46) kt yr\(^{-1}\); EPA: 69 kt yr\(^{-1}\)). The atmosphere-based estimates indicate a decline of ~40% from 2008 to 2014, about twice as large as that reported by the EPA [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. A \(^{14}\)CO\(_2\)-tracer-ratio-based study using atmospheric data from only the northeastern U.S. [Miller et al., 2012], and a global inversion analysis using some of the same data considered here [Saikawa et al., 2012] both noted similar discrepancies with respect to EPA estimates (Figure S6). For HCFC-142b, the atmosphere-derived emission in 2008 of 11 (9–13) kt yr\(^{-1}\) was about 3 times larger than reported by the EPA, but decreased to levels comparable to EPA estimates by 2014 (1–2 kt yr\(^{-1}\)) (Figures 2 and S6). In compliance with the Montreal Protocol, reported U.S. production and consumption of HCFCs declined by 95% from the early 2000s to 2014 (Figure S7). HCFC emissions estimated by the EPA continued to rise gradually until 2008, and thereafter gradually declined (Figure S7). Our atmosphere-derived HCFC emissions (for HCFC-22 and HCFC-142b only) also indicate declining emissions from 2008 to 2014, but at a rate (~1.1 to ~1.8 ODP-kt yr\(^{-1}\)) about 2 times faster than estimated by the EPA (Figure S7).

### 3.2.2. HFCs

In contrast to significantly declining emissions of ODSs, emissions of most HFCs are increasing (Figures 2 and S8). The prominent exception is HFC-134a, a substitute for CFC-12 in mobile A/C. Within the U.S., this transition began in 1992 with full penetration of HFC-134a into newly manufactured car A/C in 1994 [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. Correspondingly, emissions of HFC-134a estimated by the EPA increased dramatically after 1992, peaked in 2009, and decreased thereafter, in good agreement with our
atmosphere-based estimates (Figures 2 and S8). The emission decrease during 2008–2014 was likely due to reduced amounts of refrigerant installed in newly manufactured vehicles [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. Note that HFC-134a emissions derived here are 5–10 kt yr\(^{-1}\) (10–20%) lower than we reported in a previous study covering the period 2008–2012 (when using the same transport models and background mole fractions) [Hu et al., 2015] (Figure S8). This difference is primarily the result of including additional data at 1–3 km above ground level (agl) in the current analysis (Text S3). This addition improves the simulation of aircraft data at 0–1 km agl (used in both studies) and thus likely provides more accurate emissions estimates overall (Figure S10).

HFC-125 and HFC-143a are the third and fourth most abundant HFCs in the global atmosphere (after HFC-134a and HFC-23, [Carpenter et al., 2014]) and have 100 year GWPs greater than 1000. Both have been used since the mid-1990s in refrigerant blends (R-404A (HFC-143a/HFC-125/HFC-134a: 52%/44%/4% by mass) and R-507 (HFC-143a/HFC-125: 50%/50% by mass)) to replace CFC-12 and HCFC-22 in commercial refrigeration. In addition, HFC-125 has been used since 2005 with HFC-32 in R-410A (HFC-32/HFC-125: 50%/50% by mass) to replace HCFC-22 in residential A/C [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. Like HCFC-22, measurement-derived emissions of HFC-125 and HFC-32 are smaller than reported in the inventory (Figure 2). Emission increases derived for HFC-125 and HFC-32 for 2008–2014 (a 0.5 kt yr\(^{-1}\) per year increase, on average) are a factor of 3 smaller than the increases reported by the EPA, implying better refrigerant containment and/or slower market penetration of new residential A/C than assumed in the EPA’s market-based inventory model [Godwin et al., 2003]. Smaller emissions increases might also reflect retrofitting of old HCFC A/C units with refrigerant blends that contain less HFC-32 and HFC-125 by mass, such as R-407C (HFC-32/HFC-125/HFC-134a: 23%/25%/52% by mass) [Honeywell, 2016]. Furthermore, we note that the derived national emissions of HFC-125 are approximately equal to the sum of HFC-143a and HFC-32 emissions (Figure 2). This may reflect the predominant uses of these gases in refrigerant blends mentioned above, which have one-to-one mass ratios between HFC-125 and HFC-143a or HFC-32 within the U.S. For other minor HFCs (e.g., HFC-227ea and HFC-365mfc), our results indicate growth of emissions over the past 7 years, but at substantially smaller rates than reported by the EDGAR inventory (Figures 2 and S8).

Emissions of HFCs by sector were estimated using the atmosphere-based magnitudes derived here, sectoral emission fractions reported by the EPA [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016], and a method described by Montzka et al. [2015] (see also Text S6 for more detailed method description). Estimated sectoral emissions indicate that emissions from mobile A/C accounted for one half of total CO\(_2\)-equivalent emissions of HFCs in the U.S. in 2008 (Figure 3); by 2014, the contribution of mobile A/C to HFC emissions was about one third of the total (Figure 3). Overall, emissions of HFCs remained approximately constant over this period, with decreased emissions from mobile A/C during 2008–2014 being largely offset by increasing emissions from...
residential A/C and foams, which increased by 11% and 3% from 2008 to 2014, respectively (relative to the total HFC emissions) (Figure S9).

4. Discussion

Our results suggest that total CO$_2$-equivalent emissions of CFCs decreased by two thirds from 2008 to 2014 (from 0.15 (0.12–0.19) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ to 0.05 (0.04–0.06) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$), while the total emissions of HCFCs decreased by about one half over the same period (from 0.15 (0.12–0.17) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ to 0.08 (0.07–0.09) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$) (Figure 3).

For HFCs used as substitutes for both CFCs and HCFCs, aggregate emissions changed negligibly (i.e., within estimated year-to-year errors) from 2008 to 2014 (Figure 3). The large declining trends of CFC and HCFC emissions and increasing trends of emissions of many HFCs over the U.S. are indicative of the progress made in the U.S. in replacing ODSs with HFCs and other ozone-friendly chemicals. Furthermore, the atmosphere-derived aggregate CO$_2$-equivalent emissions of HFCs from the U.S. are consistent with EPA-reported emissions within estimated uncertainties, suggesting that the increasing divergence between global HFC emissions derived from atmospheric observations and emissions reported to the UNFCCC by the EPA does not stem from inaccuracies in U.S. reporting [Lunt et al., 2015; Montzka et al., 2015; Rigby et al., 2014].

Derived total CO$_2$-equivalent emissions of CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs decreased from 0.42 (0.33–0.51) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ in 2008 to 0.25 (0.21–0.29) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ by 2014 (Figure 4). In 2008, the U.S. emissions of ODSs and ODS substitutes were comparable to the national anthropogenic emissions of N$_2$O reported by the EPA, and more than half of reported national anthropogenic emissions of CH$_4$. By 2014, aggregated emissions of these halocarbons had decreased below national anthropogenic N$_2$O emissions and were one third of national anthropogenic CH$_4$ emissions (Figure 4). Overall, aggregated CO$_2$-equivalent emissions of ODSs and substitute chemicals have decreased 40% between 2008 and 2014 as a result of the Montreal Protocol and national regulations, while U.S. emissions of the main non-CO$_2$ GHGs (e.g., CH$_4$ and N$_2$O) have remained nearly constant (Figures 3 and 4).

The estimated reduction of ODS emissions alone (i.e., excluding HFCs) is 0.17 (0.13–0.19) GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ from 2008 to 2014, confirming the impression from inventory-based estimates that declines in ODS emissions have been substantial relative to decreases in other GHG emissions in recent years. Indeed, our estimated decline equates to ~50 (35–61)% of the decline in aggregate emissions of all other long-lived GHGs inventoried by the EPA over the same period [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]. Adding the change suggested by EPA’s inventory from 2005 to 2008 (0.15 GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$) (Figure 4), the total reduction in ODS emissions from 2005 to 2014 is ~0.32 GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$, amounting to ~60% of emission reductions achieved for other GHGs over the same time interval. Projecting the rate of reduction from 2008 to 2014 forward, ODS emissions could decline by an additional ~0.13 GtCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ by 2025.

The overall climate impact of the Montreal Protocol in the future will also be determined by emissions of HFCs. Past U.S. HFC emission increases estimated here for some HFCs are not expected to continue. In fact,
the U.S. EPA’s Significant New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) program and the 2016 Kigali amendment of the Montreal Protocol controlling the use and production of HFCs may result in reductions of HFC emissions of 0.07–0.09 GtCO₂e yr⁻¹ [Greenblatt and Wei, 2016; U.S. Department of State, 2016]. Hence, the overall influence of the Montreal Protocol on U.S. GHG emissions decline from 2005 to 2025 can now be expected to be as large as ~0.5 GtCO₂e yr⁻¹. This is equivalent to ~25–30% of the GHG emission reduction target previously identified in the U.S. Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) to the 2015 UNFCCC 21st Conference of Parties (COP-21) in Paris (1.64–2.07 GtCO₂e yr⁻¹ or a 26–28% reduction compared to 2005 values [Greenblatt and Wei, 2016; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016]). Only gases of the Kyoto Protocol, namely CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, HFCs, perfluorocarbons, NF₃, and SF₆ were considered in the U.S. INDCs. Our results underscore the presence of significant GHG emission reductions related to the Montreal Protocol in addition to those achieved from gases included in the Kyoto Protocol and the historic COP-21 agreement.
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